At the ALADIN-LAND setup at GSI the unbound nucleus 13 Be has been produced in one-neutron knockout reactions from a 304 MeV/nucleon relativistic beam of 14 Be ions impinging on a liquid hydrogen target. An analysis of the data including all available information about 13 Be, and in particular recent data from a similar experiment performed at RIKEN, has been performed. A consistent description is reached. It is found that the excitation spectrum is dominated by s-waves at low energy, which solves problems from previous seemingly contradictory interpretations. A possible interference between two s-states in 13 Be is also discussed. The results indicate that the ground-state wave function of 14 Be is dominated by valence neutrons in the s-shell contributing with 60-75% of the total neutron knockout cross section.
I. INTRODUCTION
During the past three decades nuclear physics research has become more and more directed towards the understanding of the intricate properties of nuclei in the drip-line regions. A key ingredient in this endeavor is the continuous, painstaking, and often ingenuous development of techniques to identify, isolate, and manipulate exotic nuclear species. The availability of vast amounts of exotic nuclei, studied both in situ and as energetic radioactive beams, has provided a multitude of experimental information building the base for a deeper understanding of their properties. Novel detector techniques and new, powerful analysis methods have been key ingredients. At the same time theory has experienced an unprecedented development hand in hand with the experimental progress. The state-of-the art of the technical progress, the experimental information and the most recent theoretical developments in this field of nuclear physics was recently highlighted in a Nobel Symposium entitled "Physics with Radioactive Beams" [1] .
Over three decades, there has been a particular focus on the lightest elements. In fact, all bound isotopes up to the element oxygen have been identified and subject to a multitude of different experimental and theoretical investigations. There has also been a strong interest in unbound nuclei (for recent reviews see Refs. [2, 3] ), which in some cases are situated in-between bound nuclei, like 10 Li or even beyond the last bound isotope like, 12, 13 Li [4] or 16 Be [5] . It is an experimental challenge to unravel the quantum properties of these unbound systems, which are not trivially distinguished from any debris from the original beam or the subsequent production process. The unbound nuclei also have a central role in the theoretical studies of open quantum systems [6] . The present paper deals with a new one-neutron knockout experiment from 14 Be, which is a very rare isotope that has been identified as a two-neutron halo nucleus [7] with a Borromean structure [8] . The produced unbound subsystem, 13 Be, has over the years been studied in many different experiments. It is fair to state that none of these experiments alone my be considered as decisive. We have therefore adopted a holistic approach where all existing data are scrutinized and used in our analysis. In this way we have arrived at a consistent interpretation of the nuclear structure of the unbound nucleus 13 Be, with all existing data included.
The paper is organized as follows. First a review of the main data concerning 13 Be and 14 Be is presented. Then the present experiment is described followed by an outline of the analysis of the one-neutron knockout data in a hydrogen target. In this analysis data from other experiments on 13 Be are included. In particular, we perform a parallel analysis of the new data presented here together with recent data from RIKEN [9, 10] . It is shown that this allows a firm conclusion of the level order in 13 Be and demonstrates that all data may be put under a common interpretation without any controversy.
II. SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND
The element beryllium is, with its six particle-stable isotopes, very rich in scientific challenges. The lightest isotope, 7 Be, is well known for its role in the solar neutrino problem. Between 7 Be and the stable 9 Be, one finds 8 Be, consisting of a pair of α particles unbound with 92 keV only. Its role in the triple α reaction for the 12 C nuclear synthesis, which has attracted renewed interest in recent years (see Ref. [11] and references therein), is well known.
The ground state of 9 Be can be regarded as composed of a p 3/2 -wave neutron plus an 8 Be core with 46% in the 0 + ground state and 54% in the 2 + state [12] . The first excited state with spin-parity I π = 1/2 + in 9 Be [13] can be considered to be a genuine three-body α + α + n resonance, in spite of its decay with emission of an s-wave neutron and with the vanishing potential barrier (see Ref. [14] and references therein).
For 10 Be strong (2 + → 0 + ) E2 transitions suggest collectivity [15] , which contributes essentially to the famous parity inversion between the ground state and the lowest excited state at 320 keV in 11 Be [16, 17] . This nucleus in a one-neutron halo nucleus, 11 Be, where the ground-state wave function has an ∼80% [ 10 Be(0 + ) ⊗ (1s 1/2 )] 1/2 + component together with some 10-20% [ 10 Be(2 + ) ⊗ (0d 5/2 )] 1/2 + [18, 19] . The ground-state structure of 12 Be exhibits almost equal weights of (1s 1/2 ) 2 , (0p 1/2 ) 2 , and (0d 5/2 ) 2 components (Ref. [20] and references therein). This was recently confirmed experimentally from the observed anomaly in the mass dependence of nuclear charge radii [21] .
It is important to note, that adding an extra neutron to the 11 Be system depolarizes its core, which enhances the probability that 10 Be remains in its ground state [22] . Thus an inert-core three-body model gives a reasonable description of the 12 Be structure, concerning its ground and excited bound states, its electromagnetic dissociation and the 10 Ben relative-energy spectrum after fragmentation on a light target [22, 23] .
However, the existing experimental data for the heaviest particle-stable Be isotope, 14 Be (T 1/2 = 4.35 ms), namely its binding energy, radius and electromagnetic dissociation spectrum cannot be reproduced within a three-body model consisting of an inert 12 Be core interacting with valence nucleons via an -dependent potential [24] . Within such models, the binary subsystem 13 Be either has to be bound or its 0d 5/2 resonance has to have a lower energy than observed experimentally [25, 26] . In order to reproduce the two-neutron separation energy in 14 Be, Labiche et al. [27] assumed an inversion of 0p 1/2 and 1s 1/2 shells in 13 Be and tuned the position of 0d 5/2 resonances in accordance with the experimental values. Another approach for 14 Be was to employ a three-body model with a 12 Be core excitation. The excited core component was approximately 35% [28] which is in contrast with the results given in Ref. [22] .
Thus, a simultaneous description of the Borromean nucleus 14 Be and its unbound subsystem 13 Be still remains a challenge. The first experiment [29] identifying the unbound nucleus 13 Be was performed in 1983. In a multi-nucleon transfer reaction, 14 C( 7 Li, 8 B) a narrow resonance was identified using the missing-mass method. This first result was later confirmed in a variety of experiments employing different reactions [30] [31] [32] [33] , experiments where also other resonances in 13 Be were identified. A summary of these early results is given in Table I. A consistent result in all these experiments is that there is one resonance at about 2 MeV, as shown in Table I . The weighted mean value from the first four experiments in Table I givesĒ r = 1.99(4) MeV and the scatter of the experimental E r values is small (χ 2 /N = 0.62, see Fig. 1 ). The general consensus is that this resonance is an excited state in 13 Be with spin-parity I π = 5/2 + . The momentum matching conditions for multinucleon transfer reactions give a considerable enhancement of the cross section for excitation of states with high angular-momentum . The second intense resonance, which might be a second 5/2 + state or a group of overlapping resonances, is found around 5 MeV. On the other hand, the momentum mismatch makes the cross sections smaller for excitation of states with lower . Such states may be the ones observed at 0.8 MeV and at 2.9 MeV [30, 31] and might therefore be considered as 1 states. However, the experimental resolution in these experiments did not allow to determine whether the state at 0.8 MeV has I π = 1/2
, based on the spectral shape.
With the advent of energetic beams of radioactive nuclei, which can induce nuclear reactions, new and better possibilities for investigation of drip-line nuclei has become available (for a recent review see Ref. [34] ). The invariantmass method, where momenta of the decay particles are measured in coincidence to determine the relative-energy, E f n , between fragment and neutron, is applied in the most recent experiments. It is surprising that the 13 Be excitation-energy spectra obtained, either in proton stripping from 14 B [35, 36] or in neutron stripping from 14 Be, Refs. [9, 10, 37] , look very different from those obtained with the missing mass approach [30] [31] [32] [33] . The spectra obtained after neutron-stripping reactions are dominated by an asymmetric, intense broad peak with a relative energy around 0.5 MeV. Apart from a less pronounced maximum around 3 MeV there is no other resonance structures observed in the spectra at higher energy. The nuclear structure of the projectiles and an insufficiency of the invariant-mass method might be the origin of this difference.
The main problem with the invariant mass method, without gamma-ray detection, is that neutron emission to final particle-bound excited states in the daughter nucleus cannot be distinguished from transitions to the ground state. This means that the peak in the relative-energy spectrum, dσ/dE f n , becomes shifted towards lower energies due to the excitation energy of the state.
The possible 13 Be decay branches to excited states in 12 Be are shown in Fig. 2 . The γ rays from 2 + and 1 − states in 12 Be, detected in coincidence with neutrons, were observed in an experiment performed at RIKEN [9, 10] . The dσ/dE f n spectrum in coincidence with γ rays shows the presence of a decay branch from a 5/2 + state in 13 Be to the 2 + state in 12 Be via emission of an s-wave neutron. In addition, coincidences observed between neutrons and 2.7 MeV γ rays from the 1 − state can be explained as originating in decay from the state at E r = 5.2(1) MeV, = 1.4(2) MeV. This might be due to s-wave neutron emission from an I π = 3/2 − state. From the triple coincidences between 2.1 MeV γ rays, 12 Be, and neutrons up to E rel = 5 MeV, the integrated cross section amounts to 9.6(5) mb, while the triple coincidences with 2.7 MeV γ rays gives 3.5(10) mb for the 69 MeV/nucleon 14 Be beam impinging on a hydrogen target [10] . The isomeric state 0 + 2 in 12 Be has a long lifetime [38] , which renders the in-beam γ -ray coincidence technique inapplicable. Transitions to this state might therefore only appear as two ghost peaks in the dσ/dE f n spectrum at about 0.7 and 2.8 MeV.
One more long-lived 0 − state in 12 Be, has been predicted [23] at an excitation energy around 2.7 MeV. A recent experiment [39] at the REX ISOLDE facility at CERN, using an 11 Be(d, p) transfer reaction gives, however, no evidence for the existence of such a state.
There are also states with a large component of the 12 Be ground state plus one neutron, which might have twins with strong 12 Be(0 + 2 ) + n components. Hence, 13 Be could be expected to have a second 5/2 + state around 5 MeV and a second 1/2 + close to the position of the second 0 + state in 12 Be (see Fig. 2) .
A great deal of controversy has until now existed concerning the interpretations of experimental spectra obtained using the invariant-mass method, as illustrated in Table II. A dominant s wave can be expected at low relative energy E f n , since the weight of an s-shell configuration in the structure of both 14 Be and 14 B, is large [40] [41] [42] . However, contradictory interpretations of the low energy spectrum were given in Refs. [9, 10, [35] [36] [37] . From the proton knockout data obtained at GANIL [35, 36] it was proposed to be a Breit-Wigner = 0 resonance. The interpretation made from the one-neutron knockout data from 14 Be, measured at GSI, was that it was dominated 064316-3 [9] 0.45(3) 2.4 (2) a Resonance parameters were taken from multinucleon transfer experiments and kept fixed.
by a virtual s-state [37] , and recently it was interpreted as a = 1 resonance from data obtained at RIKEN [9, 10] . Furthermore, the 5/2 + state in Refs. [9, 10, 35] was found at E r = 2.4 MeV, which is more than 3σ higher than that derived from missing-mass experiments (see Fig. 1 ). While the width of this state obtained at GANIL [35] is in agreement with the earlier experiments, = 0.6(2) MeV, the RIKEN data [10] gave a four times larger value, = 2.4(2) MeV (see Table II ). For the channel radius R ch = 4.9 fm used in Ref.
[10], the single-particle width becomes sp = 1.0 MeV (see Eq. 3F-51 in Ref. [43] ). Thus the observed width of the state, which was seen in missing-mass experiment as a narrow state, is 2.4 times broader than sp in Ref. [10] . This result is a startling discovery. In the past, various reactions have been used to study the reaction dependence of a resonance decay width. The conclusion was that the resonance widths are selfconsistent and indicate little if any reaction dependence, see e.g. Ref. [44] and references therein.
In this paper data from our new experiment, carried out using the same reaction as in [9, 10] but at much higher energy, are presented. By combining these data with results obtained in earlier experiments we attempt to find a solution to this apparent controversy.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
The experiment was performed at GSI, Darmstadt, where a 14 Be beam was produced in fragmentation reactions of a 360 MeV/nucleon 18 O beam from the heavy-ion synchrotron, SIS, in a beryllium production target. The secondary 14 Be beam, with an energy of 304 MeV/nucleon, was selected by magnetic analysis in the fragment separator, FRS, and directed towards a liquid-hydrogen target, placed in front of the largegap dipole magnet spectrometer ALADIN and the large area neutron detector, LAND [45] . The intensity of the 14 Be beam was 40 particles s −1 , and its divergence at the entrance of the experimental setup was 1.8 mrad in horizontal and 1.5 mrad in vertical direction, respectively.
The liquid hydrogen was kept in a target container (28 mm in diameter and 50 mm long) equipped with thin mylar windows. The target, with an effective thickness of 350 mg/cm 2 , was placed in a vacuum chamber. Background measurements were performed with an empty target. The background contribution amounts to 18% for energies below 4 MeV and increases then smoothly with energy to reach 35% at 6 MeV
The polar and azimuthal angles of the charged reaction products were obtained from measurements with two MWPC's. One was placed 900 mm upstream of the target and the second 657 mm downstream. The achieved angular resolution for fragments of about 3.8 mrad had its main origin in uncertainties in the reaction-point determination and in angular straggling in the target material. The angular resolution for neutrons was determined to be 4.2 mrad.
The nuclear charge of the reaction fragments was obtained from the energy losses, E, in pin-diodes, placed directly behind the target and in scintillators in a time-of-flight wall (TOFW) placed at a distance of 529 cm behind the center of the ALADIN magnet. The masses of the fragments were determined by analyzing their magnetic rigidity in ALADIN. The bending angles of the fragments were obtained from the coordinates of the hit in the TOFW.
The neutrons, recorded in coincidence with fragments, were detected in the large area neutron detector LAND, placed 10 m downstream of the target. A dedicated tracking routine was applied to reconstruct the spatial coordinates and thus the momentum of the detected neutron. The routine can resolve several neutrons crossing the LAND detector simultaneously. The characteristics of the developing shower (e.g., the released energy, the opening angle and the extension) exhibit statistical fluctuations, which result in uncertainties in the reconstructed parameters for the detected neutron. The tracking analysis of the experimental data is therefore used together with Monte Carlo simulations, allowing additional corrections of the final result. Detailed information about the neutron-induced charged-particle showers in LAND has been obtained from a calibration measurement [45] using monoenergetic neutrons, produced in deuteron break-up reactions, with energy close to the neutron energies in the present experiment. The response of the LAND detector to a single neutron crossing the detector area is used in the Monte Carlo simulations.
The relative energy in the 12 Be + n system, often referred to as the invariant mass, was calculated using the relativistic equation:
where P f (P n ) and M f (m n ) are momentum four vectors and masses of the fragment (neutron), respectively.
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The experimental resolution of the relative-energy spectra was obtained from Monte-Carlo simulations using the measured detector responses. The resolution (FWHM) is about 250 keV at 500 keV and increases to about 700 keV at 2 MeV. The Monte Carlo simulations also give the detection efficiency. The efficiency remains nearly constant, 85%, up to E f n = 2 MeV and decreases at higher energies due to the finite solid angle of the neutron detector and the ALADIN acceptance. All measured distributions have been corrected for efficiency. The experimental data were also corrected for two-neutron events wrongly identified as one-neutron events.
V. ANALYSIS A. Relative-energy spectra dσ/d E f n
In this section the analysis of the relative-energy spectrum, dσ/dE f n , from this experiment, shown in Fig. 3(b) , is presented. The new data have better energy resolution and higher statistics than those obtained in our earlier work from 2007 [37] . At the onset one may here point out that the complexity of the analysis of unbound nuclear systems increase drastically with charge and mass. It is therefore not advisable to look at each individual case separately. We have consequently adopted an approach where we use essentially all earlier information, not only as inputs but we also expose them to a similar, joint analysis. For this reason it is very important for our later conclusions that we have been able to 12 Be + n relative-energy spectrum from the neutron-knockout reaction 1 H( 14 Be, 12 Be + n) at 69 MeV/nucleon from Ref. [9] . The fit made in the region E r 0. get access to original data from our colleges at RIKEN, while the data from the GANIL experiment could be extracted from Ref. [36] . We are therefore able to proceed with the analysis process by working with our own data in parallel with those from Refs. [9, [29] [30] [31] [32] [35] [36] [37] .
One important issue here is that we, in the course of our work, have found that our earlier description of the low-energy peak, as a virtual s state according to the prescription in Ref. [17] , may meet problems in the analysis of the new data. Moreover, there are indications from the proton-knockout data from 14 B that the main peak in these data is an s-wave resonance state [36] .
For these reasons we have adopted Breit-Wigner resonance shapes for all partial waves that are included in the analysis according to the following expression:
The dependence of the resonance width (E f n ) on the relative energy and on the angular momentum were taken into account as in Ref. [46] .
The low-energy peak observed in the relative-energy spectra shown in Refs. [9, 37] as well as in the present experiment is more narrow than the one observed from the data presented in Ref. [36] , where states of 13 Be were populated after proton knockout from 14 B. One may imagine two alternative explanations for this difference:
(i) The relative-energy distribution might be smeared out due to the large momentum transfer to the core nucleus in the knockout of a tightly bound proton, S p ( 14 B) = 16.87(7) MeV [47] . Such an effect has been observed earlier for the 8 He + n system produced in proton knockout from 11 Li [48] . (ii) A narrow 1/2 − state may exist in 13 Be at low energy [49] . The structure of 14 B has the main configuration 13 B(3/2 − ) ⊗ (sd) [40] , which means that only s and d states in 13 Be should be populated significantly in proton knockout while the 1/2 − state can appear after neutron knockout from 14 Be.
In this analysis we temporarily stick to the latter explanation, which means that we assume that there is no population of a low-lying 1/2 − state in the GANIL experiment [36] . We now proceed with the analysis starting with the dσ/dE f n spectrum, obtained in proton knockout [36] where one expects a rather clean 1/2 + shape at low energy. A fit was made with the following assumptions:
(i) a Breit-Wigner = 0 resonance and (ii) two narrow resonances at the energies 2.1 MeV ( = 2) and 2.9 MeV ( = 1), respectively.
The acceptance and experimental resolution were taken from Ref. [36] . A satisfactory description of the spectrum was obtained with E r = 0.81(6) MeV and = 2.1(3) MeV. The parameters for the other resonances were close to those known from the missing-mass experiments (see Table I ). From this analysis one finds that the 5/2 + state contributes with 16% and the 2.9 MeV state with 7%. From now on we use the obtained values for E r and for the 1/2 + state (in the following referred to as component 1) as fixed input parameters in the analysis.
The next set of input data used in the fitting of our relativeenergy spectrum was obtained from the dσ/dE f n spectrum for 12 Be + n observed in coincidence with gamma rays from the 2 + state at 2.1 MeV and and 1 − 2.7 MeV in 12 Be [9, 10] . These spectra were also fitted using Breit-Wigner shapes. The first spectrum corresponds to neutron emission from the tail of the 13 Be(5/2 + ) resonance to the 2 + state in 12 Be [50] (see Fig. 2 ). The second spectrum corresponds to the decay from a 13 Be state at E r = 5.2(1) MeV [ = 1.4(2) MeV] to the 1 − state in 12 Be (Fig. 2) . The shapes of these two spectra were kept fixed and used during the fitting procedure and they are referred to as components a and b, respectively. In the analysis of the spectrum obtained at RIKEN, the cross sections for these components were taken to be 9.6 mb and 3.5 mb, respectively [10] . In the analysis of the present experiment, the cross section for component a was treated as a free parameter and component b was scaled down with a factor of 3, which corresponds to the expected ratio of the cross sections at the two energies.
The remaining components used in the fit were based on the following assumptions:
(i) Component 2: A narrow = 1 resonance at low E f n , observed earlier in Refs. [9, 37] , was included with resonance position E r , resonance width and the cross section σ , as free parameters in the fit. With these input parameters the spectra from RIKEN and the present GSI experiment were fitted simultaneously. The spectrum from RIKEN [9] was analyzed in the energy interval 0.25 E f n 4 MeV. The low-energy part with E f n 0.25, was excluded from the fit since the signal to background ratio was 0.1 there. The spectrum from the present experiment was fitted in its entire energy range 0 E r 6 MeV. The results of the fits to the two spectra are shown in Fig. 3 . The numerical values for the obtained parameters are given in Table III. The validity of the assumption that the reaction mechanism is the same in the two experiments is demonstrated in the last column of the table, where the ratio of the cross sections for the different components in the two spectra are given. They are also displayed in Fig. 4 . The error-weighted ratio is 3.0(1), which is close to the ratio of the (p, n) total cross sections at these two energies, which is 3.205(34) [51] . This can be be taken as evidence for the suitability of the impulse-approximation formalism used in the present analysis. a Resonance parameters were obtained from the fit to the 12 Be + n spectrum from Ref. [36] . b Resonance parameter was fixed. c Shape of the spectrum was taken from [9, 10] . d Scaled by factor 3 from [9,10].
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Moreover, the observation that the cross-section ratios of the different components stay the same within the statistical uncertainties at two different beam energies further validate the decomposition. Note, that the cross section of neutron knockout from 8 He in a hydrogen target was measured earlier at 82 MeV/nucleon [52] and at 240 MeV/nucleon [53] . From the ratio of the (p, n) cross sections at these two energies, one would expect that the cross section at lower energy should be 2.4 times larger [51] . It was, however, found that they are nearly the same. Most likely the use of proton tagging in Ref. [52] caused strong kinematical cuts resulting in a lowering of the neutron knockout cross section.
A Breit-Wigner = 0 resonance alone cannot describe the low-energy part of the spectrum. An additional resonance at E r ≈ 0.45 MeV (component 2) is needed in both the spectra from Ref. [9] and the present experiment. The requirement of such a component was first shown in Ref. [37] where it was simulated with a Breit-Wigner shape with = 1, the same as in Ref. [9] and in the present experiment.
The resonance energies of the narrow resonances [at 2.07(3) MeV and 2.98(4) MeV for RIKEN; 1.95(5) MeV and 3.02(9) MeV for present experiment; see Table III ] are within statistical uncertainties the same as obtained by the missing-mass method [30, 31] (see Table I and Fig. 1 )
The next proof of the validity of the decomposition comes from the cross-section ratio between components labeled as 3 and a in Fig. 3 . This ratio has to be the same in both experimental spectra. It should be reminded here that the component a corresponds to the decay of the 5/2 + resonance in 13 Be to the 2 + state in 12 Be, while component 3 represents the decay of the same 13 Be resonance to the 12 Be ground state.
B. Momentum distributions and momentum profile P(E f n )
The impulse approximation for valence-neutron knockout from 14 Be, described by a Feynman diagram with two vertices (see, e.g., Ref. [54] ), justifies the assumption that the momentum of 12 Be + n system is equal to the momentum of the knocked-out neutron inside the projectile. Also the total spin I of 12 Be + n in the final state is the same as j of the knocked-out neutron. Thus the distribution of 12 Be + n momentum, P f +n = p f + p n , gives additional information about the quantum numbers for the 13 Be resonances. Analytical expressions for longitudinal momentum distributions applicable to neutron halos were deduced within the eikonal approximation employing modified Bessel functions for the asymptotic neutron wave function [55, 56] . The transverse momentum components carry essentially the same information.
At relativistic energies, the shapes of the longitudinal and transverse momentum distributions are the same, even in the case of a complex target [57] . We thus apply the formulas from Refs. [55, 56] in our further analysis of the experimental momentum distributions.
The experimental transverse momentum distributions obtained from this experiment, P d-waves, are displayed in Fig. 5 and the results are given in Table IV. A much stronger d-wave component, as compared to the analysis of the dσ/dE f n spectrum, is the first difference to be noticed. This result is not surprising, since the applicability of a Breit-Wigner shape for an s-wave resonance is very doubtful, especially at high energies. The fit in the 0.4 dE f n 0.5 region indicates that the p-wave component is very small. There are, however, very large statistical uncertainties that prevent a strict conclusion. The reason for the large statistical uncertainties is that the determinations of the parameters become highly correlated. Two variables are nearly collinear, as shown in Fig. 6 . The decomposition of the momentum distribution into more than two component is thus an ill-defined problem.
The analysis of the dependence of the momentumdistribution width on the relative energy may give additional information, as first demonstrated in Ref. [50] . This method is based on a study of the variance [or root-mean-square (rms)] of the transverse momentum, P x f +n , as a function of E f n . Such a distribution is referred to as the momentum-profile function,
The experimental momentum-profile function constructed from the 12 Be + n data from this experiment is shown in Fig. 7 TABLE IV. Relative intensities of the s, p, and d components obtained by least-square fits to the measured momentum distributions of the 12 Be + n system in different relative-energy regions, E f n . The distributions were analyzed for transverse momenta from −400 MeV/c to 400 MeV/c. together with the results of model calculations [55, 56] for pure s, p, and d waves.
Energy region
At low energies it is found that the experimental P (E f n ) distribution is sharply decreasing with increasing energy. This behavior is the result of two overlapping contributions: (i) component 1 with = 0 and (ii) component a, originating from the 5/2 + state in 13 Be populated in knockout of an = 2 neutron from 14 Be and followed by emission of an = 0 neutron to the 2 + state in 12 Be. This decay is energetically only possible from the tail of the 5/2 + resonance by emission of low-energy neutrons. Thus the rms momentum corresponds to angular momentum, = 2, of the knockout neutron. The 2 + state in 12 Be de-excites by γ emission to the ground state of 12 Be. This decay path was identified in the RIKEN experiment [9] from n-γ coincidences. 
FIG. 7. (Color online)
The momentum-profile distribution for the 12 Be + n system after one-neutron knockout from 14 Be impinging on a hydrogen target at 304 MeV/nucleon. The arrows indicate the positions of states in 13 Be. The theoretical profile functions for s, p, and d waves are shown together with a curve calculated using the relative weights of the different components obtained from the fit of the relative-energy spectrum (see text).
The momentum profile also shows a minimum close to the dominant peak in dσ/dE f n . The rms value at the minimum is close to that calculated for an s wave. This observation confirms the validity of the analysis of the relative-energy spectrum, dσ/dE f n , from the present experiment and those given in Refs. [36, 37] . An s-wave dominance in this energy region is therefore settled. This result is also a confirmation of the conclusions from different experiments [41, 42, [58] [59] [60] that there is an s-wave dominance in the 14 Be wave function. The solid curve in Fig. 7 shows the calculated profile function, P calc (E f n ), using the relative weights of the different components obtained from the decomposition of the dσ/dE f n spectrum, and has the following analytical form:
where σ 2 , ρ are calculated variances and weights obtained from the fit for definite values, respectively.
The s-wave component in the E f n spectrum is broad and contributes therefore to a large extent in the region around the d state and also towards the energy region above. One finds that an s/d ratio of approximately 70%/30% is needed to explain the rms momentum at E f n = 2 MeV.
The decays from higher lying 1/2 − and 5/2 + states to the long-lived isomeric state in 12 Be(0 + 2 ) were not considered in our analysis. These decays may result in peaks in the E f n spectrum at 0.7 MeV [from the decay of 13 Be(1/2 − ) to the 0 + 2 state in 12 Be by emission of = 1 neutrons] and at ∼3 MeV (from the decay of 13 Be(5/2 + 2 ) at ∼5 MeV [32] by emission of = 2 neutrons [61] ). However, the combined analysis of dσ/dE f n and P (E f n ) shows that the transition from the higher lying 1/2 − state cannot be significant. The disagreement between the theoretical and experimental momentum profile is prominent at around E f n = 0.5, where the appearance of an = 1 state is expected, and at E f n 4 MeV, where a contribution from = 0 prevails all others, as has been obtained from the dσ/dE f n analysis.
The reasons for this could be the existence of a second 1/2 + excited state. In the following section we investigate how the existence of two overlapping = 0 states in 13 Be can influence the result of the analysis.
C. Possible interference between two = 0 states in 13 Be
The problem with the interpretation of the data has its origin in the complex structure of the neutron-rich beryllium isotopes. It was enunciated already in 1976 that several observed properties of the T = 2, I π = 0 + states of A = 12 nuclei favor a model in which only small components of the states belong to the lowest shell-model configuration [20] :
where the 10 Be is an inert core with a closed 0p 3/2 shell. This prediction was later confirmed in a series of experiments [15, [62] [63] [64] [65] . The shell-mixing phenomenon with α 2 = 0.35, β 2 = 0.31, and γ 2 = 0.34 [20] was interpreted as the breakdown of the N = 8 shell closure [62] . A breaking of the closed-shell structure of the neutrons in 12 Be was also suggested in several theoretical papers [20, 27, 49, [66] [67] [68] [69] .
The weights of the different configurations in the 12 Be wave function are almost equal. Thus, the 1/2 + state in 13 Be cannot be considered as a single-particle state, 12 Be⊗(1s 1/2 ). Two few-body 1/2 + states are therefore expected in 13 Be. The first with the configuration: 13 Be(1/2
where 10 Be is an inert core with a closed 1p 3/2 shell. The second 1/2 + state is orthogonal to the first one:
13 Be(1/2
In a recent paper Fortune [70] proposed the existence of two 1/2 + states in 13 Be, the first one at low energy and the second placed 3.12 MeV above the 12 Be + n threshold. The proposed structure of the two resonances are [ 10 Be⊗(0p 1/2 ) 2 ⊗ (1s 1/2 )] and [ 10 Be⊗(0d 5/2 ) 2 ⊗ (1s 1/2 )], respectively. Such a structure is actually similar to Eqs. (5) and (6) with μ close to zero.
The spectroscopic factor (S d ) for the decays of these two states to the ground state of 12 Be is given by the overlap integral with the 12 Be ground state wave function given in Eq. (4) In the 13 Be case, both states are expected to be broad and having strong interference. We shall therefore check if we can replace the description of the low-energy part as a sum of p and s states by the two interfering s states. We follow Ref. [46] and write
here E i ( i ) are the resonance energy and energy-dependent resonance width, respectively. We now proceed with the analysis in the following way. We start by summing the relative energy spectra from the s and p states using the parameters from Table III . This spectrum, shown in Fig. 8(a) , is used as our starting point and a fit to it is done using Eq. (7) and an additional Breit-Wigner term to take into account the decay of the second 1/2 + state to the 0 + 2 state in 12 Be. Further we limit the energy region of the fit to 0 E f n 3 MeV. A perfect fit to the spectrum is found with the parameters given in Table V , and with a 1 /a 2 = −0.91. 2 (E f n ) = 0 for the two s states. One finds that both lie in the fourth quadrant of the complex energy plane, which shows that both are resonance states. A virtual state should have a pole at negative real energy. Note, a small contribution to the spectrum from the decay of the second 1/2 + state to the 0 + 2 state in 12 Be [shown as a dash-dotted line in Fig. 8(a) ]. This is in agreement with the results in Refs. [20, 70] .
The shape of the spectrum from Fig. 8(a) was then used as an input to the fitting of the dσ/dE f n spectrum, instead of components 1 and 2, and with its amplitude as a free parameter. Furthermore, the amplitude of the = 2 state at 5.2 MeV was taken as a free parameter. All other parameters were kept fixed with values given in Table III . The fit resulted in χ 2 /N = 1.1 and is shown in Fig. 9(b) . From this one obtains an s-wave contribution of 28 mb, which includes 1.6 mb for the feeding to the 0 + state in 12 Be. The cross section for the state at 5.2 MeV was increased by a factor 5 from 0.4 mb to 2 mb. This is removing the previously mentioned disagreement between the analysis of the transverse momentum distribution in 4 E f n 6 MeV shown in Fig. 5 and the result of the dσ/dE f n decomposition in Fig. 3(b) .
The momentum-profile function obtained under the assumption of two = 0 resonances in 13 Be shown as a solid line in Fig. 9 (a) agrees much better with the experimental data as compared to the result given in Fig. 7 . Both these observations favor the alternative interpretation of the low energy part of the dσ/dE f n spectrum.
There are still two regions of the profile function where there are relatively strong deviations between P (E f n ) and P calc (E f n ). The deviation at 1 MeV may indicate the presence of an = 0 resonance. The deviation around 3 MeV may be due to a 3/2 + resonance predicted in Ref. [70] . The dashed curve shown the resulting profile function under the assumption of an = 2 for component 4 instead of = 1. We can thus not exclude that there are overlapping = 1 and 2 states in this region.
VI. DISCUSSION
The analysis presented in this paper gives the possibility to draw several conclusions about both the excited states in the unbound nucleus 13 Be and the ground-state wave function of 14 Be.
Our focus was to understand the new data from our oneneutron knockout experiment in the context of other existing results. We have analyzed the relative-energy spectrum from which the excited states in 13 Be may be deduced. The interpretation of the quantum numbers for the states have been supported by an analysis of the momentum distributions and in particular by studying the momentum profile function, which has a higher sensitivity to angular momentum content.
The relative-energy spectrum is very similar to those obtained in our previous experiment and in the similar experiment performed at lower energy at RIKEN. The shape of the spectrum is rather featureless with one broad maximum around 0.5 MeV and another less pronounced at about 3 MeV. In a recent paper [50] we showed that the energy region around 0.5 MeV in the relative-energy spectrum contained a very large s-wave component in contrast to what was found in the analysis by Kondo et al. [9] .
A comparison of the relative-energy spectrum of 12 Be + n from proton knockout from 14 B and neutron knockout from 14 Be revealed a more narrow distribution at low energy for the latter. With a dominant structure of 14 B as 13 B(3/2 − ) ⊗ (sd) the low-energy peak may be assumed to be a relatively pure s state. A fit of the spectrum from Ref. [42] together with two resonances at 2 MeV (5/2 + ) and 2.9 MeV (1/2 − ) identified in earlier missing mass experiments given in Table I gave the resonance parameters for the low-energy s-wave resonance. The conclusion here is that a low-lying p state is essentially not populated in the proton knockout experiment.
Two other important pieces in the analysis were given by the neutron-gamma coincidence data from RIKEN, that revealed feeding to both the 2 + state in 12 Be at 2. [61] ). The tail of the latter may decay by swave neutrons to the 2 + state. The observation of Ref. [9] that the neutrons in coincidence with the 2.1 MeV gammas were of very low energy supports this conclusion. The deduced branching ratio of the decay to the ground state and the excited state in 12 Be is ∼50%. The E f n spectrum obtained in the triple coincidence experiment in Refs. [9, 10] , 12 Be + n + 2.7 MeV γ rays, proves the existence of a state in 13 Be at E r = 5.2(1) MeV [ = 1.4(2) MeV] decaying to the 12 Be(1 − ) state. This might originate from the decay of a 3/2 − state by emission of an = 0 neutron.
In the missing mass experiment [31] a low energy state was observed at an energy of 0.80(9) MeV. The resolution in the experiment, as reported in Ref. [31] , is about 0.7 MeV and thus does not allow to clearly distinguish whether the spectral shape corresponds to I π = 1/2 + or 1/2 − . It is, however, unlikely that the peak at 0.80(9) MeV would be the same as in the present experiment at 0.46(1) MeV. The positions differ by more than 2σ . This state was therefore not considered in the analysis presented here.
The analysis assuming two low-energy states with = 0 and = 1, an = 2 resonance around 2 MeV, an = 1 resonance at about 3 MeV, and a structure around 5 MeV together with the contributions from the decays to the excited 2 + and 1 − states in 12 Be gave an excellent fit to the relativeenergy spectra at the two energies 69 MeV/nucleon and 304 MeV/nucleon. Furthermore, the obtained cross section ratio between the two experiments were found to stay constant for all states included in the fit and to be in good agreement with the value expected from a comparison with total (p, n) cross sections.
Already at this point in the investigation, the data give evidence for an s-wave dominance at low energy amounting to about 60%. The possible p state gave a contribution around 16%.
The profile function calculated using the parameters from the fit provided, however, not a satisfactory agreement with the experimental shape at low energy, where a stronger decrease was observed, and in the region between 4 and 6 MeV, where the experimental profile function signaled a stronger d contribution.
A new analysis, with the assumption of an excited 1/2 + state in the region around 3 MeV and interference between this state and the low energy 1/2 + state resulted in a satisfactory fit to the spectrum. The decay of the second 1/2 + state leads dominantly to the 12 Be ground state. This is in agreement with estimates based on Refs. [20, 70] mentioned above. This gave a total contribution to the spectrum from the two s states of about 75% s and a contribution from the high-energy d state of about 5%. No contribution from a low-lying p state was needed to reproduce the relative energy spectrum.
VII. SUMMARY
We have presented an analysis of a one-neutron knockout experiment from 304 MeV/nucleon 14 Be impinging on a liquid hydrogen target. The analysis was performed including all existing, published experimental data. A consistent description for the excited states in 13 Be was obtained. The following observations have been made: (i) The impulse approximation formalism described by a Feynman diagram with two vertices is found to be an appropriate description of neutron knockout reactions at both 69 and 304 MeV/nucleon beam energies. (ii) The dominating component in the 12 Be + n relativeenergy spectrum is an s wave with at least ∼60% of the total intensity. (iii) A remarkable result is the indication that the narrow component at 0.44 MeV in the decomposition of dσ/dE f n , proposed in Refs. [9, 37] and in the present experiment, might be explained with the inclusion of a second excited s-wave component. (iv) An observed resonance at 0.80(9) MeV [31] in the missing-mass experiments and another at 0.65(10) [30] cannot be seen in the 13 Be + n relative energy spectra. However, the comparison between experimental and calculated momentum profiles shown in Fig. 9 (a) still leaves a possibility that an = 0 resonance at around 1 MeV might exist. (v) The decay of the 5/2 + state at 2 MeV populates both the ground state and the 2 + state at 2.1 MeV in 12 Be with a branching ratio of about 50%. (vi) The difference in the interpretations of the 13 Be structure obtained in experiments using the invariant-mass and the missing-mass methods is resolved in the present analysis by including all existing experimental data.
